QUESTION PACK
This document is designed to assist you to draft your entry and prepare the information
required.
Each entry will consist of standard questions followed by questions specifically tailored to
your category.

ALL ENTRIES
Title of Entry
Short Text Answer

Executive Summary
In 500 words or less please provide an overview/summary of your project/initiative/product or
service. Include: the key issue (e.g. constraint, innovation or the reason for your product);
objective (intended outcome); your solution; and the actual project outcome.

Project Scope
In 250 to 500 words please introduce the initial project/initiative scope. Outline the purpose for the
project/initiative/product or service (the need that was addressed) and any constraints that the
project was to be completed within. If your project addresses savings in a particular area, please be
sure to outline the benchmarks to which you were working.

Key Accomplishments
Summarise the key accomplishments/benefits of this project/initiative/product in 5 short dot points.

QUESTIONS SPECIFIC TO CATEGORIES
GLENCORE PRODUCTIVITY AWARD
A project completed through an innovation or new process which resulted in a significant time
and/or cost-saving solution for the client.
Methodology
Describe how your company approached the management of the project from inception through to
completion. Outline the steps your company took to ensure the client’s requirements were met
and/or exceeded. Include how you identified constraints and developed solutions that resulted in the
project creating improved or new productivity. (500 words or less)
Innovation
Detail the specific innovative process, product or service which enabled your project to be delivered
faster, better or more efficiently. Why is this different from what’s already on the market, and how
does it help the industry? (250 words or less)
Outcomes
Describe the outcomes that you achieved for your client. How did innovation contribute to the
delivery of the project? (250 words or less)

GREYHOUND INNOVATION (METS) AWARD
The most original and ground-breaking approach to a project, including any new concept,
technology and/or innovative process that was instrumental in increasing operational efficiency or
improving project delivery.
Methodology
Describe the identified need for the innovation and how your company approached the management
of the project from inception to completion. Outline the steps your company took to ensure the
client’s requirements were met and/or exceeded. Include any barriers to success and how you solved
these problems (500 words or less)
Innovation
Detail why is this innovation different from what’s already on the market, and how does it help the
industry? Explain how you introduced the innovation. (250 words or less)
Outcomes
Describe the outcomes that you achieved for your client. How did the use of innovation contribute to
the delivery of the project or success of the client? (250 words or less)

SONIC HEALTHPLUS SAFETY INITIATIVE AWARD
The most outstanding initiative to make safety a priority on site, including continuous
improvement and full integration into a project/initiative, with real results able to be
demonstrated.
Methodology
Describe the identified need for safety improvement and how your company approached the project
from inception to completion. Outline the steps your company took to ensure the client’s
requirements were met and/or exceeded. Include any barriers to success and how you solved these
problems. (500 words or less)
Innovation
Detail why this safety procedure, process or improvement different from what’s already on the
market? How much potential does it have for industry-wide application? (250 words or less)
Outcomes
Describe how you achieved your project objectives and met the needs of your client. How does your
safety improvement contribute to the delivery of the project or success of the client? (250 words or
less)

QME BEST PRODUCT LAUNCH AWARD
The most innovative product launched during May 2018- April 2020.
Methodology
Describe how your company approached the new product or service. Outline how you identified your
target industry and the market need, as well as providing examples of how your product/service was
developed and implemented. (500 words or less)
Innovation
Detail why this product or service is ground-breaking and innovative. (250 words or less)
Outcomes
Provide examples of how this product/service can increase (or will increase) productivity, efficiency
and/or cost savings. (250 words or less)

METS INGITED COLLABORATION AWARD
The most outstanding collaborative effort between producers and contractors/suppliers,
delivering results and enhancing cost-saving, time-saving and/or innovative outcomes.
Methodology
Describe how your collaborative project came about, including the allocation of responsibility
between contractor/supplier and producer. Include details of how you scoped the project, managed
the workload and worked in a collaborative manner to deliver solutions. The project’s timeline should
be included here, as well as targets, KPI and budget information. (500 words or less)
Innovation
Detail any specific innovative process, product or service which enabled your project to be delivered
faster, better or more efficiently. How did working in collaboration help this innovation to be
realised? (250 words or less)
Outcomes
Describe how you achieved your project objectives and met the needs of your client. How did
collaboration contribute to the delivery of the project or success of the client? (250 words or less)

SMW GROUP STAFF / COMMUNITY / EEO AWARD
The most outstanding community or internal consultation and engagement project OR the most
outstanding initiative to promote equal opportunity (whether indigenous, women in mining or a
community initiative).
Methodology
Describe how your company approached your engagement initiative. Outline the steps your company
took to execute your project from inception through to completion. Include details of how your
company identified constraints and developed solutions that resulted in clear and measurable
benefits to your employees, community or potential employees. (500 words or less)
Innovation
Outline why your initiative was innovative and unique to the mining Industry. Why is it different to
anything that’s been done before? (250 words or less)

Outcomes
Describe the outcomes that you achieved for your company or community. Outline how you achieved
your objectives and met the needs of your company, staff or community. How did your innovation
contribute to the success of your company or community? (250 words or less)

JCB CEA INNOVATION (MINER) AWARD
The most original and ground-breaking approach to a project, including any new concept,
technology and/or innovative process that was instrumental in increasing operational efficiency or
improving project delivery.
Methodology
Describe the identified need for the innovation and how your company approached the management
of the project from inception to completion. Include any barriers to success and how you solved these
problems. (500 words or less)
Innovation
Detail why is this innovation different from what’s already being used in the industry already? How
can this be replicated across other sites. Explain how you introduced the innovation, who it impacted
and what their reaction to the change was. (250 words or less)
Outcomes
Describe the outcomes that this innovation achieved for your company. How did the use of
innovation contribute to the delivery of the project, site operations or improved productivity? (250
words or less)

MCLANAHAN ENVIRONMENT AWARD
The most innovative approach to environmental protection or rehabilitation.
Methodology
Describe the identified need for environmental protection or rehabilitation management
improvement and how your company approached the project from inception to completion. Outline
the steps your company took to ensure the client, project or site requirements were met and/or
exceeded. Include any barriers to success and how you solved these problems. (500 words or less)
Innovation
In what way was your environmental protection or rehabilitation management project innovative?
Why is this different from what’s already undertaken across the sector and does it help the industry?
(250 words or less)
Outcomes
Describe how you achieved your project objectives and met the needs of your client, project or site.
How did the use of innovation contribute to the delivery of the project, site objectives or success of
the client? (250 words or less)

